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ACROSS
Light beer a cook blended with vegetable 
(5,9)

1

Division is bound to kill after end of unkept 
ceasefire (9)

10

Last part edited out of simulcast messed up 
orchestral work (5)

11

A feeling of regret is so right before dispute 
(6)

12

Pirates at sea, close to land, plodded on (8)13
Harvest variety of grapes with no skin? (4)15
A troop's personnel bitten by wild rodent 
should be decorated (10)

16

A horse, jumping across hazard, is marked for 
special attention (10)

19

Quartet in barbershop used a musical 
composition (4)

20

Loving matron treated one with cold (8)23
One tip positioned awkwardly? (6)25
Country residence is plain without a pavilion 
at the back (5)

27

Reassigned nurse wearing United Nations 
identification is not covered (9)

28

Don't change spring, a large one, after break 
(5,4,5)

29

DOWN
Bar almost stuffed up traditional Sunday 
dinner (4,5)

2

Man with a position on board downsized big 
store (6)

3

A cricket team's league (4)4
Row about contaminated beaker instigated 
decisive action (3-7)

5

Male, in custody of police, worked on right 
program (8)

6

Love a relative's flower arranging stuff (5)7
Dissolved holding company formed in a 
difficult-to-understand way (7)

8

Marine rolled up in transporter for extraction 
operation (6)

9

Like model involved in gross stupidity (10)14
It's just not cricket warning a sister about 
doctor (3-3-3)

17

Dock handled sailing boat in middle of 
excitement (8)

18

Challenger, sailing on the lower reaches of a 
river, is coming (7)

19

Unusual episode boycotted by one costume 
maker (6)

21

Ambassador misleads leaders from Uganda 
and Libya (6)

22

Alcohol made by a republic in the 
Mediterranean (5)

24

Fool died in poor health (4)26


